
Welcome everyone!
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Lacuna Types:

• Honeycomb

• Stairstep

• Torpedo or Cigar

• Beak Straight or Curved

• Collarette Crypt

• Tulip Lacuna

• Shoe Lacuna

• Asparagus Lacuna

• Medusa/Jellyfish Lacuna

• Neuronal Netting

• Leaf Lacuna

• Polypose Lacuna
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Honeycomb Lacuna

• Webbing or a cluster of small crypts that are connected; most commonly found in the 
nutritive zone (pupillary zone).

• If it is dark inside it will indicate lowered vitality where it is found.

• If it is found in the pancreas or liver or nutritive zones it may indicate an environment that 
is conducive to parasites.

• It is topostabile in the organ or tissue where it is found.

Toni Miller

• Can occur anywhere in the iris.  

• Most often found in the major organ sectors, particularly the lungs and reproductive 
organs.  

• Denotes anaerobic areas and disturbed cellular metabolism compounded by the 
possibility of atrophy and/or adhesions.  

• If the lacuna is in the kidney reflex area it can be an indication of a predisposition to 
polycystic kidneys.  

• Question the client regarding familial issues in any area where a honeycomb lacuna is 
located to determine preventive strategies.
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Stairstep Lacuna

• This looks like stairs or a ladder.

• It is a genetic marker.

• It is a serious sign and can indicate possible (not probable) malignancy.

• It can be found anywhere in the iris.

• Used to be called a roof tile lacuna.

• It is topostabile for the organ in which it is found.

Toni Miller

• When observed inside the collarette, question the client about familial history of 
gastrointestinal issues including gastric or duodenal ulcers, polyposis, ulcerative colitis or 
colo-rectal pathology.

• If located in the ciliary zone, there is relevance associated with the topographical 
location.

• Significance of this sign is heightened if there are any perifocal signs such as pigments, 
white radial fibers or surrounding defects.

• Appropriate medical investigation should be initiated in the presence of symptoms.
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Torpedo or Cigar Lacuna

• This lacuna is encroaching on the collarette. 

• It looks like it is pushing into the collarette.

• It shows a lack of nerve energy in the nerves of the bowel.

• It is topostabile wherever it is in the organ areas.

Toni Miller

• Every torpedo lacuna indenting the collarette indicates an increased severity. 

• Indicates a greater likelihood of a pathological crisis if they develop a white border or a 
pigment.

• When seen with these cofactors it can show an activation of the sign.  

• It may be prudent to implement appropriate medical investigation in this instance 
because it has been noted that in these instances neoplasm has occurred.
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Beak Straight or Curved Lacuna

• This lacuna is named by a German Iridologist named Rudolf Schnable and is known as 
the “Schnabel beak”.

• It is tiny and shaped like the beak of a small bird.  

• It affects the abdominal area and indicates weakness of the nerve supply.

• If it breaks through the collarette or flattens it is considered more serious.

• This sign is topostabile.

There are 2 types:

1. Straight Pointed Beak:  This is more serious.  The more it penetrates the collarette, 
the more it effects the nervous system and digestion.

2. Curved Beak:  This is an indicator of a benign condition and is less serious.

Toni Miller

• Both types indicate thyroid imbalance wherever they occur in conjunction with typical 
thyroid symptoms including an up-and-down weight curve, fatigue, mineral defects, 
especially iodine and calcium.

• The body has difficulty with fluid balance producing dry, scaly skin and constipation.

• There may be mood swings and tachycardia.

• Client can develop a goitre.

• This can also indicate parathyroid problems.

• Calcium levels can thus be affected.

• Toni has observed a variation of this lacuna in a number of cases of renal cancer.  In 
these cases the lacuna was detached from the collarette, appearing about half way 
between the collarette and the limbus in the renal area.
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Collarette Crypt

• These are diamond shaped tiny black lacunae.

• Indicate digestive problems.

• Usually there is a family history of gastrointestinal issues.

• It is topostabile meaning wherever it is found there can be issues.

• It is always found inside or attached to the collarette.

• Tiny dark black crypt-looking markings found outside the collarette are known as defect signs.  
These are also topostabile to where they are found.

Toni Miller

Calls these Diverticula Sign.

• Defect signs inside and adjoining the collarette.

• Demonstrates weak connective tissue in the large intestine and the tendency to diverticulosis 
(the presence of diverticula).

• Small benign sacs caused by intraluminal pressure on areas of weakness in the 
gastrointestinal walls.

• The number of diverticula cannot be determined by the number of crypts in the iris.  When a 
client has this sign diverticulosis will not definitely be present.  This sign really indicates that 
they are susceptible to influencing factors that contribute to this disease.

• Constipation or irritable bowel symptoms is also commonly noted in connection with this iris 
sign.

• Once this condition emerges there is always the risk of inflammation of the bowel tissue.  This 
is a painful condition called Diverticulitis.

• Risk factors can be modified by dietary correction and keeping bowel transit time within the 
normal range.
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Tulip Lacuna

• This lacuna is usually attached to the collarette.

• It is often in the head and sinus reaction fields but it can be found anywhere.

• It might indicate nasal polyps.

• This lacuna can look like a cluster of three lacunae joined together to form a tulip shape.

• It is topostabile to the area it resides.

Toni Miller

• This lacuna is associated with historic headaches or psychological problems.

• Schnabel felt it was more insidious and could indicate a potential brain tumor if it was 
observed in the superior sector of the iris.

• It is also linked to digestive disorders due to insufficient enzyme and bile production.
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Shoe Lacuna

• This looks like 2 lacunae that are shaped into a shoe.

• Wherever they show up it indicates a kidney issue.

• It is topolabile if it is in the thyroid or ear reaction fields.

• It always points to the kidneys but also check the thyroid and ear reaction fields as well.

• If it is in the kidney reaction field it is topostabile to the kidney.

Toni Miller

• The location of the sign will guide you to the part of the body being affected by the 
kidneys.

• If a show lacuna is in the spinal area, you should inquire about lumbar pain as it is 
related to kidney influence.

• If it is located in the cerebral areas, suspect head symptoms.  Perhaps headaches are 
caused by dehydration.

• There will likely be a connection to hypertension in this instance.

• Always remember to question the client about potential symptoms related to the 
influence of the kidneys.
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Asparagus Lacuna

• This lacuna is usually in the lower half of the iris and is shaped like an asparagus with 
the tip pointing to the outside.

• It indicates a predisposition to a chronic degenerative condition with a tendency towards 
malignancy.

• It is topostabile meaning wherever it is in the iris is where the problem is.

• It is usually shaped like an asparagus with a narrow tip.

Toni Miller

• Question the client about a history of reproductive symptoms and headaches.  

• Activity signs or extreme darkening in the tip of this lacuna indicate activation of the 
potential and in this case can be found in connection with serious pathology.
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Medusa/Jellyfish Lacuna

• This is an open lacuna that resembles long hair blowing in the wind.

• It is usually in the bronchial, lung, kidney areas.

• Signifies a family history of pathology in the corresponding area which could be 
anywhere.

• It is topostabile.
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Neuronal Netting

• This looks like a fishnet or burlap.  Also like a network of fine fibers below the iris surface.

• It is topostabile.

• It is often found in the lung reaction field and indicates a family history of asthma, 
pneumonia, or bronchitis.
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Leaf Lacuna

• This is a closed or open lacuna with veins that look like a leaf with a spine down the 
middle.

• It is usually but not always found in the pancreas, adrenal, and gallbladder reaction fields 
but it can also be seen anywhere in the iris.

• If it is found in any one of the organs of secretion it affects all other organs of secretion.

• It is either topolabile or topostabile.

Toni Miller

• Rudolf Schnabel classified this type of lacuna as an endocrine implication, the effects of 
which can be determined by its location.

• John Andrews states that there is considerably more endocrine significance when this 
lacuna is seen in conjunction with significant hypertrophy of the inner pupillary border or 
is accompanied by a pigment patch.

• The most common locations for this lacuna are the thyroid, pancreas, pituitary or 
gonads.

• Assess hormonal health.
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Polypose Lacuna

• This lacuna is peanut shaped.

• If it pushes into the collarette it indicates intestinal polyps.

• It is topostabile to polyps anywhere it occurs.

• Can show up in the rectal, sinus, nasal, colon, and other reaction fields.
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